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WEBER MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Mould manufacturer for composite processes in applications of 
Automotive Interiors & Exteriors, Aerospace, and Home & 
Building Products

Canada

MOLDED PRECISION COMPONENTS (MPC)

Vertically-integrated engineering & contract molding partner 
with over 40 years in business

Canada

COUNTY OF SIMCOE

Located in Southern Ontario and composed of sixteen member 
municipalities, provides services, information and funding/grant 
opportunities for businesses

Canada

INVEST WINDSOR-ESSEX

Not-for-profit organization supported by the City of Windsor 
and County of Essex. Responsible for advancing economic 
development to grow and sustain prosperity in the region.

Canada

ACROLAB LTD

Developing advanced thermal solutions for all types of 
manufacturing processes.

Canada

BAYTECH PLASTICS INC

North American producer with high tech niche capabilities 
which include Machine Ranges from 60 to 2650 Ton and Custom 
Painting abilities.

Canada

ERWIN HALDER KG

Workholding systems, standard parts, hand tools and aviation 
products

Germany

PILLER ENTGRATTECHNIK GMBH

PILLER supplies professional systems and machinery for 
industrial parts cleaning

Germany

HYUNDAI MOBIS

Provider of differentiated mobility solutions that combine 
software and hardware in the upcoming mobility industry.

Germany

ERRE COMPANY SRL

Concept Design, Style Research, HMI & UX/UI, Prototype 
Engineering, ICT, Computer, Electrical & Electronic System, are 
some of the areas where we innovate.

Italy

T.S.T. SRL

Mould Design & Construction - Injection Moulding & Assembling

Italy

EURO STAMP 1 SRL

Metalworking industry

Italy

REGIS MOTORS

Vehicle manufacturer

Italy
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ITALTECNICA  SRL

High performance engines developer

Italy

INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING MACHINES S.R.L.

Manufacturing of tube endforming machines and special 
machines for various applications on metallic tubes.

Italy

PODIUM ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

A pioneering company in the development and manufacturing 
of high-performance battery systems and automotive solutions 
for motorsport and niche markets.

Italy

ALBA - ROBOT S.R.L

ALBA Robot is a micro mobility platform to transform people 
transportation by using autonomous vehicle fleets.

Italy

FLAG-MS SRL

FLAG-MS is an innovative SME operating in the field of 
electrification in the automotive, motorsport, agricultural and 
special vehicle sectors. 

Italy

3NTR - JDEAL-FORM

Additive manufacturing

Italy

ERRECINQUE SRL

Thermal Management Systems, Hydrogen Lines, Urea Systems, 
Fuel and Vapour Lines, Water Lines, Air Pressure Lines, Blow-By, 
Oil Level Dipsticks, CNG & LPG Lines, Plastic & Rubber Items

Italy

DEMAK SRL

Demak Group manufactures resins & dispensing equipiment for 
potting of electrical and electronic components

Italy

PIEMONTE AGENCY

Piemonte Agency is the first Italian regional agency whose aim is 
to help SMEs in their internationalization process, representing 
a cluster of highly skilled companies from the automotive & 
transportation, aerospace and mechatronics sectors.

Italy

FRAP SPA

Suspension and Steering Components

Italy

MAGNETI MARELLI SPA

Automotive Lighting

Italy

CONTROL SISTEM SRL

Automation, test benches, engineering.

Italy
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TEORESI GROUP

International engineering company that helps its customers 
with cutting-edge technologies in the field of project 
development.

Italy

MOLLIFICIO VALLI SRL

Springs and sheet metals parts

Italy

MECCANOTECNICA UMBRA SPA

Mechanical seals for traditional and electric water pumps of 
cooling circuit for ICE and Batteries of Hybrid and Electric 
vehicles.

Italy

DANISI ENGINEERING SRL

Simulation, ADAS, Parts, prototypes engineering and 
manufacturing.

Italy

ITALPLANT SRL

Precision rotary and linear transfer mechanisms.

Italy

BYLOGIX SRL

Bylogix is focused on providing OEM's and Tier1's with 
unmatched electrical and electronic engineering services and 
solutions for the Automotive Industry.

Italy

CGR DE MEXICO SA DE CV

Designs and manufactures quality components to the strictest 
standards and requirements thanks to its global organization 
and structure.

Mexico

VOLKSWAGEN MEXICO

Vehicle manufacturer.

Mexico

CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses training and advice 
on issues of Internationalization, Industry & Trade

Spain

TERRANET AB

Tech solutions for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) 
and Autonomous Vehicles (AV)

Sweden

STREAM ANALYZE

Stream Analyze provides a groundbreaking software engine that 
enables an interactive deployment of AI and local smartness on 
any device.

Sweden

KLIMATOR

We provide unparalleled road weather data by combining 
machine learning, rule-based algorithms, and vast amounts of 
data.

Sweden
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ACCONEER AB 

Small size, low cost, and low power consumption mmWave 
radar sensing for innovation and sustainability in high-volume 
products

Sweden

UNIVRSES AB

Univrses is a leading computer vision and machine learning 
company delivering ground breaking solutions to global clients 
with needs in computer vision and artificial intelligence

Sweden

CARMENTA AB

Situational Awareness Cloud Software for Connected and 
 Automated Vehicles

Sweden

NATIONAL AEROSPACE FASTENERS CORPORATION

Manufacturer of aircraft based products - fasteners (nuts, bolts, 
machined parts) for application on aircraft engine, landing 
system and control system.

Taïwan

AMAZON WEB SERVICES

Amazon Web Services, Inc. is a subsidiary of Amazon that 
provides on-demand cloud computing platforms and APIs to 
individuals, companies, and governments.

United Kingdom

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LTD

TCS, a global leader in IT services, consulting, and business 
solutions, leverages technology for business transformation and 
helps catalyze change.

United Kingdom

DANA INCORPORATED

Dana is a leading supplier of fully integrated drivetrain and 
electrified propulsion systems for all passenger vehicles

USA

DENSO INTERNATIONAL AMERICA, INC.

DENSO is one of the largest global automotive suppliers of 
advanced technology, systems and components

USA

EDISON MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING, INC

Low volume contract manufacturing partner, focused on build 
and assembly of complex mobility and energy products

USA

BUSINESS SWEDEN USA

Business Sweden helps Swedish companies grow global sales 
and international companies invest and expand in Sweden.

USA

DETROIT ENGINEERED PRODUCTS

Engineering Solutions and Product Development : aerospace 
and defense, automotive, heavy engineering, oil & gas

USA

CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS, INC.

Develops, produces and integrates active and passive safety 
technologies and controls vehicle dynamics.

USA
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ZF GROUP

ZF is a global technology company supplying systems for 
passenger cars, commercial vehicles and industrial technology, 
enabling the next generation of mobility. ZF allows vehicles to 
see, think and act.

USA

SIMUQUEST

Software: SimuQuest's industry-first model-based design tool, 
UniPhi, enables teams to find and fix integration errors as they 
are introduced by developers.

USA

OAKLAND COUNTY ECONOMIC DEV.& COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Oakland county, Michigan, economic development division

USA

VALEO NORTH AMERICA

With 11 production sites and 3 Development centers across the 
country, Valeo USA is one of the most successful and innovative 
companies in North America.

USA

SAMSUNG SDIA AMERICAS INC

Samsung SDI manufactures and distributes rechargeable 
batteries used for electric vehicle, IT, Energy Storage System 
(ESS), as well as materials for semiconductors and displays.

USA

NIRA DYNAMICS

Vehicle Onboard Analytics and Road Perception solutions

USA

YANFENG

Superior automotive interior, seating, safety, exterior, and 
cockpit electronics solutions

USA

DATASPEED INC

Highly engineered hardware and software tools to researchers 
and developers working on mobility and robotics solutions

USA

MANAGED PROGRAMS, LLC

MPI is a leading full service company focused on automotive 
turnkey solutions for underhood systems and components

USA

L3HARRIS AVIONICS SYSTEMS

L-3 Avionics Systems has been providing safety-enhancing 
avionics technologies and products for more than 45 years. It 
offers a range of integrated cockpit solutions to the aviation 
market.

USA

INNOVATIVE WELD SOLUTIONS LTD

High quality welding R&D and manufacturing company, able to 
rewrite Aluminum Alloy Welding Handbook Rules

USA

EATON CORPORATION

Southfield, MI is where our eMobility division was born. Our 
team is accelerating the electric vehicle revolution through high-
tech innovation and manufacturing, as well as empowering the 
rail, aerospace, medical, and industrial sectors.

USA
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STEP UP RECRUITING LLC

Technical Recruiting for the automotive and industrial 
automation. We hire all engineering, sales, purchasing and IT.

USA

NATIONAL ADVANCED MOBILITY CONSORTIUM - NAMC

NAMC exists to foster member-driven innovations that ensure 
efficiency, effectiveness, and victory for the U.S. military. NAMC 
is the preferred, proven source of ground vehicle, automotive, 
and intelligent systems technology for the U.S. military.

USA

STELLANTIS

Stellantis is a leading global automaker and mobility provider 
that offers clean, connected, affordable and safe mobility 
solutions

USA

DANLAW INC

Dynamic connected vehicle solutions that drive the mobility 
revolution. Design and develop technology for smarter vehicles, 
safer roads, and more efficient cities

USA

MAGNA INTERNATIONAL

Magna is dedicated to delivering new mobility solutions. We are 
one of the world’s largest suppliers to the automotive industry. 
Partner for autonomy, electrification and building complete 
vehicles

USA

JING-JIN ELECTRIC NORTH AMERICA

Global technology supplier in electric drive systems. The 
Company develops cutting-edge solutions for passenger vehicle 
and commercial vehicles

USA

TECHWAY SERVICES INC

Techway Services, Inc. is an end-to-end solutions provider of 
total life cycle asset management and risk mitigation for 
technology and telecommunications equipment

USA

US ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE AND ARMAMENTS COMMAND

The United States Army Combat Capabilities Development 
Command (DEVCOM) Ground Vehicle Systems Center (GVSC), 
located in Warren, Michigan, is the United States Armed Forces’ 
research and development facility for advanced technology in 
ground systems

USA

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Assistance to US exporting companies

USA

ENSINGER INC

Manufacture of components or assembled systems, for both 
Aerospace and Defense applications, using thermoplastic 
materials.

USA

GENERAL MOTORS

The General Motors Global Technical Center is globally 
recognized as the preeminent innovation center for automotive 
engineering, design, and advanced technology

USA
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HARPCO SYSTEMS INC

Harpco Systems helps companies improve product quality, 
decrease time to market, reduce costs, and eliminate 
unnecessary risk

USA

DICKINSON WRIGHT LLC

Dickinson Wright PLLC is a law firm based in Detroit, Michigan.

USA

9T LABS NORTH AMERICA

Combine integrated software, additive manufacturing and 
molding to unleash the potential of cost-competitive 
manufacturing of continuous fiber composites in high volumes.

USA

CENTER FOR AUTOMOTIVE RESEARCH

The Center for Automotive Research is a nonprofit research 
organization that conducts research, forecasts trends, develops 
new methodologies, and advises on public policy.

USA

SBD AUTOMOTIVE

For 25 years, our independent data, research and consulting has 
helped OEMs, suppliers, investors and governments develop 
smart, safe and sustainable mobility, while delivering confidence 
through clarity, insight and vision.

USA

BOSCH

Bosch offers customers a multitude of cross-sector solutions 
across a diversity of industry applications.

USA

MAGNETI MARELLI USA

Marelli’s product portfolio focuses on advanced technologies 
around Vehicle Personality and sustainable Vehicle Performance

USA

MERCEDES-BENZ USA

Mercedes-Benz combines luxury with performance across the 
full line of models including luxury sedans, SUVs, coupes, 
roadsters, convertibles & more

USA

CLUFIX NORTH AMERICA INC.

Specialist in assembly functions and industrial fastening 
processes

USA

AUTOTECH VENTURES

Autotech Ventures is an early-stage venture capital firm with a 
mission to solve the world's ground transport challenges with 
technology.

USA

MACOMB/ST. CLAIR WORK FORCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Macomb/St. Clair Michigan Works is committed to being a 
leader in coordinating and providing quality, comprehensive 
workforce development, employment and training services.

USA

MCITY

Mcity is an interdisciplinary, public-private partnership bringing 
together industry, government, and U-M researchers to 
transform mobility.

USA
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MACOMB COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Macomb Community College is a multi-campus community 
college in Macomb County, Michigan.

USA

MICHIGAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (MEDC)

MEDC is a public-private partnership serving as the state's 
marketing arm and lead agency for business

USA

CITIES TODAY INSTITUTE

The Cities Today Institute assists community leaders to design 
and implement policies, strategies and projects by providing city 
leadership forums, training, research and an online community.

USA

OAKLAND COUNTY / SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

Sustainability management/ Project development and 
management/ Grant management/ Energy waste reduction in 
municipal facilities/ ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager 
benchmarking/ Budget analyzing/ and Strategic planning.

USA

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA NEW YORK

National Industry Association

USA

HITACHI AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS AMERICAS, INC.

Hitachi America and its subsidiary companies offer a broad 
range of electronics, power and industrial equipment and 
services, particle beam therapy technologies, automotive 
products and consumer electronics with operations throughout 
the Americas.

USA

HITACHI ASTEMO AMERICAS, INC.

Development, manufacture, sales and services of automotive 
components, transportation related components, industrial 
machines and systems, etc

USA

ONE - OUR NEXT ENERGY, INC

Michigan-born energy storage company focused on battery 
technologies that will accelerate the adoption of EVs and 
expand energy storage solutions.

USA

ARAMCO

Leading producer of energy and chemicals.

USA

EVOSYS NORTH AMERICA  CORPORATION

High-end Laser Technology. This joining process is ideal when 
plastic parts need to be joined together reliably and with 
process reliability. We offer you a comprehensive portfolio to 
bring this optical technology into your production.

USA

MAY MOBILITY

May Mobility provides autonomous vehicle technology for 
commercial fleets, enabling safe and efficient transportation 
solutions.

USA

MICROSOFT

Multinational technology corporation.

USA
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GLOBALDATA

LMC Automotive is the leading exclusively automotive industry-
focused provider of automotive forecasting in Sales, Production 
and Powertrain.

USA

PRETTL GROUP

Sensor cables and cable assembly, Coils, magnetic actuators and 
valves, Electromagnetic components, Metal technology and seat 
structures, Components for electric motors

USA

SENOPLAST USA, INC

Manufacturing of co-extruded sheets for exterior and interior 
Automotive applications

USA

CALSTART

CALSTART brings the entire clean transportation technology 
industry together to accelerate innovation, grow the market, 
create jobs and reduce pollution.

USA

ADASTEC

ADASTEC Corp. is a software company that enables full-size and 
full-speed electric public transit buses to become SAE Level-4 
automated.

USA

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE ALLIANCE

The AVA provides its members a collaborative research 
environment to identify potential opportunities around 
autonomous vehicle applications.

USA

FORVIA NORTH AMERICA

Faurecia US has become a key piece for the automotive industry 
thanks to its firm commitment to the digitization of processes, 
in which each plant can monitor its production in real-time, as 
well as analyze efficiency and action plans in detail.

USA

ETO MAGNETIC CORP.

We develop and produce innovative electromagnetic products 
and deliver these custom solutions to manufacturers of 
passenger car, commercial vehicles and industrial applications

USA
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